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I. INTRODUCTION; 
PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE ^EAM-SEAH IMTERACTTON 

Tho btem-baui Interaction in storage rings axibiti all the charac
ter 1st ics pf nonintegrable dynamical systems. Hare one finds all kinds 
of resonances, closed orbits, stable and unstable fixed points, stochastic 
layers, chaotic behavior, diffusion, etc. The storage ring itself being 
an expensive device nevertheless while constructed and pot into operation 
presents a good opportunity of experimentally studying the long-time 
behavior of both conservative (proton Machines) and aoneosservattve 
(electron machines) dynamical systems— the amber of bunch-bunch inter
actions routinely reaches values of 1 0 1 0 - 10 and could be increased 
by decreasing tha bean current. At the same tine the bsam-beam interac
tion puts practical limit* for the yield of the storage ring. This 
phenomena not only determines the designed value of main storage ring 
parameters (luminosity, apace charge parameters, bean current), but also 
in fact prevents many of the existing storage rings from achieving de
signed parameters, fence, the problen has great practical importance 
along with Its enormous theoretical interest. 

I present in this work, a brief overview of the problem. Experimen
tal observations, including the last available results from tha PEP 
storage ring, will he dlecuesed here together with the different theoret
ical and computational models suggested For understanding of the beam-
beam phenomena, for the sake of completeness as well as to make the 
subject interesting for a parson unfamiliar with the vocabulary and 
details of the field, I start with very informal description of a single 
particle motion in a storage ring. Then purely qualitatively the 



electromagnetic force, which the particle of one bunch seas from the 
aide of the ot*<*r bunch, vill be discussed. The dynanlca of a particle 
in Che presence of this force is described. 

The reat of thi Introduce ion contains the phenornsnolngictl descrip
tion of the bean-beam phtnmena as It 1B seen by a ma China physicist. 

The bibliography on the subject Includes hundred8 of titles and ts 
far beyond the apace and time 1 have. A few reference* Which one finds 
bare are given only fov the wse of a reader uho want* to go deeper into 
the field. Some of then depict certainly the most recent work performed 
on rJbe beam-bean phenomena. The review of s m e work done In the past 
one can find in books'•* and In references. 3 _ i 

Illustrated (courtesy of Mr. B. Gould) is the present state of the 
entire beam-bean problem. 
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1.1 One-Beam Single Particle Dynamics 

In t'lis section I will discuss a single particle mm ion in in elec

tron storage ring with only one beam. The picture for a proton storage 

ring can be obtained front here by neglecting all the r;.Jlaclan effect* 

An electron in the storage ring performs rathtr comrlicalvd motion 

which in the first approximation can t>e decomposed intu three coupled 

oscillations — a longitudinal one called synchrotron oscillation and 

two transverse oscillations. In the limit of no coupling the last can 

be sp1it into horizontal and vertical betatron os. J l l.-tt ions, correspond

ingly. All three asuf I Ut ions are imnlinc.ir - thi> longitudinal oni- due 

to the sinusrldal form of high-frequency electric force, acting on a 

particle, and the transverse onttK due to the presence of spuclal sextu-

pole magnets included in the lattice to control Lhe chromaticity of the 

ring. The frequency of oscillation is dependent on the particle ampli

tude A. The value af the frequency in the limit A • (1 ts called linear 

frequency. The ratio of the linca*- frequency to the revolution frequency 

is called the tune. Usually the lanoitudlna. tune v is much less than 
s 

one (typically 0.05); that is, a particle performs one longitudinal 

oscillation in many revolutions. The tures of betatron oscillations 

v and v are much bigger than one (for PEP they are jirounJ 21 - 23, * 7 

i.e., a particle performs more than twenty betatron oscillations in one 

revolution). 

In strong focusing machines (all the btorage rings ire surh 

machines^ the motion le described in terms of two proper functions of 
*~ 
There arc also other sources of nonllnearitier; (such as imperfections 

of the fields, collective fields, etc.) but the important point is that 

the notion is strictly speaking nonlinear even in an ideal machine. 
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the lattice: amplitude function (B-functiun) and dispersion function, 

to which a closed orbit for the particle with displaced momentum is 

proportional. 

From the general condition for appearance af a resonance in the 

particle motion 
nt\j + m v + m v • n , (1.1) 

wher^ m , m , m , ra are =\ny integers, we can aRcertain the most danger-

ous resonances provided the force dependence on coordinate is known. 

For example, fhe most dangerous resonances exited by the sextupole field, 
3 2 for which the effective potential behaves like x - xy , are 

1 \ - m (1.2) 

v^ i 2v y - m . (1.3) 

The motion of a particle close enough to the origin is little effected 

by a nonlinear resonance. The phase trajectory of a particle is only 

slightly perturbed, staying essentially nlmost circular around the 

origin. At large distances from the origin, phase trajectory becomes 

completely different. In the picture of the Poincare section appear 

additional fixed points. Each such point corresponds to a stable or 

unstable orbit, which closes on itself after a number of particle 

revolutions. Stable fixed points are surrounded by areas of stable 

motion, uhich are speorated from unstable fixed points by separatrixes 

("islands"). 

The coupling of the longitudinal and transverse motions causes 

appearance of side lines near each linear and nonlinear resonance [term 

with \> in equation (1.1)], Actual source of such coupling can be quite 

different; dependence of the tune on energy,6'7 finite dispersion 
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function at an accelerating (or any other) cavity, 6 7 dependence of transverse 

amplitude on energy, 6 0 or transverse fields with longitudinal gradient.9 

Due to finite site cf a "good" field region, as well as due to 

nonlinear character i * oscillations, not all amplitudes of the particle 

oscillations are stable. If an amplitude exceeds certain limits, the 

displacement of the particle from Che equilibrium orbit vill grow 

steadily and such particle will be lost from the bean. The maximum 

stable transverse amplitude determines the acceptance of the machine 

(lor each plane). 

An initial distribution of particles in phase space does not 

necessarily keep the same for the future tirr.es. There . - r.iany reasons 

for diffusion of the particle Amplitudes towards bigger values. For 

electron storage rings till' RUILII Hour ft' of the diffusion is quantum 

fluctuations of thu radiation In the magnetic field. Other effects — 

intrabeara scattering ot partlcluB on each other, scattering on the 

residual atoms in the vacuum chamber, Arnold diffusion, noises in the 

power supplii-B, and so on—usually Rive smaller effects, but are impor

tant for a proton fine. 

The diffusion processes of any kind would (and really do in proton 

machines) bring unlinlted growth of thi- oscillation amplitudes and con

sequently lead to particle losses. Fortunately, at least for electron 

rings, there exists a mechanism of damping of the oscillations due to 

radiation friction. Two competing of facts-quantum excitation and 

radiation damping --fend to balance each utlier, determining the equili

brium size of the hunch. This utpillihrlum is achieved in a time interval 

of the order of magnitude of the damping time and Is independent of the 

http://tirr.es
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initlal particle distribution. Typical damping time is of the order of 
10 revolution periods. The equilibrium distribution function is unknown 
for nonl tneu machines. For linear machines this distribution Is 
Gaussian in all three degrees of freedom. 

Although the radiation damping helps to lialt reus anplitudes, 
presence of tails In distribution function makes the lifetime of the 
bu.ich fir'te. Particles are slowly but steadily lost from the bunch due 
to diffusion of a small portion of them toward the boundary of the 
machine aperture. 

fine of the intriguing possibilities for study of the emergence, 
development and limits of stochasticity is by measuring bunch lifetime 
for one beam operation mode of a storage ring with controlled 
nonllnearlty, 

1.2 Two-Beams Single Particle Dynamics 

Tht> prefsence in the machine of the second counterrotsting beam 

exhibits significant influence on the dynamics of a particle. Col.active 

electric and magnetic forces of the counterrotating bunch have the same 

direction and add together, giving in all formulae the additional factor 
2 1+6 . where & is the relative velocity of the particle. The same 

forces of the bunch to which the particle belongs have the opposite 

directions and subtract, giving an additional factor 1-B • 1/y . Hence, 
2 the farce which a particle sees from an oncoming bunch la *» 2y times 

larger than the Force from the other particles in the same bunch. In 

ultrarelatlvistlc machines the latter effect is negligibly small. 

The coordinate dependence of this force is determined by the geome

try and the charge density distribution t>( the bunch. If the length of 
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the bunch Is snail enough (conpared to the wave length of particle oscil
lations) and the charge density Is aot coo large, then the particle doe* 
r t change its displacement considerably during tha interactions. In 
this U K the particle experiences delta-function-llk* change In Its 
transverse wrnln. the nsgnltude of Which are function! of Its transverse 
dlsplaeuoits x and y at the Interaction point. 

For the three-Gaussian bunch "tbe kicks" ex' In horizontal and 
oy* in vertical direction* CAR be fovad from tha corresponding potential 
function in t"->.- following integral forn;^ 

*• - - Cia/a) f d' e " t Q < X , ! f ) [ P + T ( l - p ) ] " V 2 (I.O 

4y'--aty/b) f ' d t . - ^ ^ r p + td-p)]- 1' 2 (1.5) 

where 
Q(x.y) - (y/b) z + (x/a)Z [ P + T ( 1 - P ) ] _ 1 (1.6) 

C'2r^/»f , (i,7> 

-13 r n Is the classic electron radius (• 2.82x ID ca), H if tfw mmber of 
particles in thebunch, a and b are ho> Isontal and vertical dispersion* of 
the Gaussian distribution (a * & o ( b • J% o )* and p • b Z/a la aspect 

* y 
ratio of the bunch. Tha signs In (1.4,1.5) are chosen to describe an 
attractive force. They should b* reversed for a repulsive one. 

The m t stTlfclftg features of the force (l.<-.1.3) are U s nonlinear 
character and additional coupling It produces la particle notion. The 
force is linear only for very snail valnna of y/b and x/b where the 
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charge Is distributed no re or less unlfomly. It reaches wayliw at the 
intermediate value* of x/a. Ac very large distances from the origin the 
force falls off as l / & 2 + y a . Figs. 1.1-1.6 Illustrate tbe kicks Ac' 
and ay* as functions of x/a and y/b for the round (p= 1} and for ellip
tical bunch cross section (p - 0.25). 

For very small values of x/a « 1 and y/b « 1 Eoa. (1.4, 1.5) 
give: 

AX* - -Gjt/{o x+ 0 y ) (1.4*1 

ay' . _ Gy/ (flx + « y ) . (K5») 

In this approximation bmtffl-bnm interaction is linear and decoupled. 
The action of the apposite bunch can be described as an additional thin 
lense focusing (for attractive Cores) in both planes. Such a lense can 
be included into the lattice to find the linear incoherent tune shift 
Av and tht linear change of amplitude B-'unctian. Far onu interaction 
place one &ecs, Cor exaaplu, For y-planet 

cos2» (v * ov } * cos2no - 2s£/niaftrv \ » (l.«> 

fly - Boy(«i«2»w yy»^^(v y + toy) , (1-9) 

wherein appears the fasnua spec* charge parameter;69" z 

Analogous expression holds tor C^: 

In these expressions 6 ^ ) 6 ^ m a n the values of tbe corresponding unper
turbed ft-functions at the interaction point) v »v are the corresponding 
unperturbed tunes of the machine. 

(1-10) 

(1.1U 
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Unfort-unatelyt these staple expressions hold only for a. small 
portion of particles. As one can see from Figs. 1.1-1.6* the forces 
or* strongly nonlinear tor particles with x./a*»1 and y/b~ i. The n m -
llatmr character of the bees-beam force brings op a Whole set of non-
linear resonances with different ^ r n . 

In addition to purely trnnaverse resonances* there can appear (snd 
play an lapertant role) resonances due to coupling of transverse and 
longitudinal motion." Such coupling arises for example for head-on 
collisions if at the intoi 'ttion point the dispersion function or its 
derivative IK not >ero> Hence, horizontal synchrobetatron resonance*! 
appear in machines with tho finite ry Similarly, both horizontal and 
vsrtleal synchrobetntron ruHonanees appear with finite spurious An and 
n y due to different lattice Imperfections in all storage rings. Another 
exaople in erotiHing of the b Jhas at an angle either in horizontal or 
in vertical planus, in these c a m the kick depends on bot:> transverse 
displacement and longitudinal position of the particle in the bunch, 
providing a coupling between transverse and longitudinal notion, still 
another aynehrobetatron coupling affect caused by the beam-bean inter
action occurs when the bunch length Is not small compared with the beta-
function value S- et tho interaction point, la this case* the magnitude 
of transverse hick again depends on the Longitudinal coordinate of the 
particle (due to the difference In particle distribution along the bunch), 
thus providing a coupling oechanlsm. Fig* 1.7 Illustrates simulated 
and Identified resonance lines due to the bean-bean interaction In the 
storage ring DORIS 1 0 for several lew first numbers m, a . Of course, 
there oust be infinitely nore resonance Unea, bur the Influence of a 
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resouance of higher order an the part tela motion is snail if ita ampli
tude Is not too big, 

1-3 Two-Beans Coherent Dynamics 
so Car I have considered single particle motion taking tha inter

action vith oncoming beau into account. Now, ltt ua consider coherent 
effects in bunch motion which are brought about by the bean-beam 
interaction* 

In linear approximation the basm-bena force induces di^ole oscila-
lations of bunches as a whole. The oscillations of different hunches 
are coupled to each other and can bo doicrlbos by chair normal modes. 
Eigenfrequency of each made should bo chosen outside the stapband of 
a n resonances, Figs. 1.8 and 1,9, taken from the work* present the 
stability regions for illpola osclllationa of bunches for the ewes of 
collisions of one-by-one and of thrse-by-throe bunches correspondingly. 
Coherent space charge parameter is twice as big as the incoherent one 
since the beam-bean) force seen by n center of s bunch displaced by y is 
the same as that for a single particle displaced by 2y in the incoherent 
motion. 

The nonlinear terms in the beam-beam force can also cause higher 
multipole coherent oscillations. The analysis of these oscillation* is 
much more complicated and Involve* difficult and cumbcteoma calcula
tions. l z _ » * Fig. 1.10 taken from the work 1" illuacrates cha widths of 
a few first resonances of coherent owIllations excited by the beam-beam 
interaction in the system with charge compensation. 
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1.4 Bean Blow-Up (Fllppltifiy 

?oi the conclusion of this long Introduction It is useful L« 

describe briefly what happens with the brams when tlipy are collided. 

Normally, during Htorlnp process of both beams tliey are separaKid from 

each other at interaction, nctflts by weans <vV special electrostatic tl.el.ds 

(all other place* of the machine circumference bunches pass at different 

tine and do not disturb each other). When enough current tit stored ID 

each bean the separation field Is switched oat and particles start to 

Interact producing the desirable (as well as the undesirable) effects. 

The hehavlor of hunches now completely depends an the value of a 

current stored in bath of them, 

1.4.1 Weak-Bean — strong-Beam Incoherent instability 

Suppose first, chat tho number of particles In bunch "1" (weak bunm) 

is much less than that in the opposite bunch "2" (strong bean). In this 

case there exists a critical value of the current and correspondingly a 

critical value of the space charge parameter t_ of the strong beaa. 

Below It there are hardly any Visible bean-beam effects, but as soon as 

the threshold is reached the vertical size of the weak bean suddenly 

increases significantly (beam blov-uf or flip). At the turns tine the 

horizontal size of the beam does not change significantly. The strong 

beam shows very snail change, If any at all. Typical value of tht 

crucial ctpace charge parameter C y Is around 0.03-0.05. The space charge 

parameter of the weak bean being small because of its current) becomes 

still less due to increase in siee. Fig. t.li Illustrates beam blow-up 

in the experiment at SPEAR. 1 5 

http://tl.el.ds
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Alonit with the change In the bunch sisa, the particle distribution 
also experiences significant change. The distribution deviates from 
simple Gaussian ahape; the tails become much more populated. 

Fig. 1.12 pr»nents the results of vertical bunch profile measure
ments 1 6 on SPEAR for electrons and positrons before and after the 
separation wait switched out. 

The question of the rise time of the weak-beam— strong-bean 
Instability is a difficult and still nut resolved one. The attempts to 
measure it at SPEAR showed a value much smaller than the damping time. 
This fact was confirmed also on FETRA. 

Although the weak-strong mode of operation is hardly used by any 
storage ring routinely, the study of the waak-beam~strong-beam instab
ility is important. I'irsc of ail this case la more staple to simulate 
on a computer since the strong beam can be considered as a source of an 
external constant force. This can give (and indeed does give) Informa
tion on. important factors to be included in eonsideratloiu for the more 
complicated strong-strong case. To some extant the weak-strong ease Is 
also sJmaller from the theoretical point of view and still sheds some 
light on the whole, problem. 

1.4,2 Swrong-S«an—Strong-Beam Incoherent Instability 
The noit usual mode of operation of a storage ring is one of main

taining the currants In both beams as equal as is practically possible. 
The main roasoo for this Is of course the desire to achieve the maximum 
luminosity of the storage ring. Here the current of one beam less than 
that in another, the weaker beam would flip at much lover current mag
nitude, reducing the luminosity. 
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Tlio strong-bran • fltronn-b«am instability exhibits many conmon 
characteristic 1th the weak-strong c.ise. One observes beam blow-up 
<usually biggei r the beam with slightly smaller current in it and 
smaller for the stronger bean), redistribution ttf particles in the 
bunch and increase of the population of its tails. The deviation fro* 
rhe Gaussian distribution Is still wore pronounced (See Fig. 1.1) tor 
example. The illustration is token fron the work1*). The change iu 
particle distributions makes it ttxtremely difficult to simulate strong-
strong case tn a computer study, since forces depending on the distribu
tion should be rvcnl ciliated for each interaction separatuly. 

On the other hand then* IN no clear answer to the question oi rhn 
cxistanco of a threshold. It m»*ms chat in some :at:es aueh a '.hri'slmh! 
extant;" In other ranua the- hwun blows up startinK from vary small 
values of H K currunl.''"" Ttio same hold* for the tune depi'nd*nci<. 
In same caoas thttro It* marked dependence of the beam blow-up llmiis u« 
the values of the tunes. n , : f U For the high beam lntent>ity only A small 
island of stability can be found on the tune diagram. AH an example, 
in Fig. 1.14 taken from the work 1' are sho«n the regions of stability 
tot the ACO and fltf storage rings. At the sane tine, in some cases strong 
dependenca on tune la not observed. 1 7 An interesting situation is with the 
storage ring SPEAR. In che old version of 'lie «achln» (SPEAR U such 
dependence has been observed.** The bean-bean limit was raiced by a 
factor of five by decreasing the vertical tune. Further decrease was 
impossible due to thu axiuu-ncu of strong two-beam resonance u - .?«.- 5 

X y 

(forbidden for the two-1 old symmetry of the machine with one beam). 

This effect dWsppearud in the modified mucMne (SPEAR 2 ) . u 
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Thc fate of the blovn-up heata strongly depends on the bean current 
and the energy. At the maximum currents and energies far a given storage 
ring the lifeline of the bMDi is reduced drastically ami beam la ueaalK 
lost in very short title. At ssnller currents or energies the lifetime of 
the blowf-up beam seens to be unaffected and equal to the lifetime of the 
unblown beam. 2 1 This can he used to restore norml conditions, by using 
strong dependence of the blow-up on the machine tunes. 

It is worthwhile to mention here that near, but below, blow-up limit 
tin: beams are highly sensitive to all kinds of perturbations. Even a 
small change of conditions usually causes the beam blow-up. 

The dependence of the effect on the number of bumhe? is also still 
not understood completely. The i:, tons icy of the bean-beam interaction 
increases with I he increase of thu number of bunches. In principle this 
should lead to thv decrease of the Luminosity at the given Interaction 
place and to the deureaso uf Che bcum-becua limit. There are observations 
showing indeed such dependence; 1 1* 2 2 but there are also others, 2 6 which 
can be Interpreted as exhibiting maximum luminosity Independent of the 
.lumber of bunches. 

1.6.3 FUp-Fiop Effect 
A remarkable controlled bean blow-up is discovered on SPEAR. 2 2 At 

certain conditions, by changing the difference of the phrse of two 
accelerating cavities, it la possible to blow-up one (flip) or another 
(flop) of two beam*. The flip-flop effect is apparent only near the 
b^-am-beam limit at n filvei. energy. There is ulau pronounced influence 
on tin: effect uf thu magnitude of Lhe horizontal dispersion function at 
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the interaction point. Other parameters of the rin>; (chromatic Itles, 

sextupole strengths, bunch length, tunes and coupling) sepra to be impor

tant or not depending on the question of whether or not they influence 

the separation of the bunches or the horizontal dispersion at lh« inter

action point of the machine. 

The complete understanding of the flip-flop effect is not yet 

achieved. Nevertheless the effect is successfully employed to balance 

the heights of the opposite bunches at the maximum currum., honcu maxi

mizing the luminosity of the ring. 

Preliminary observations23 show the existancu of the flip-flop 

effect also in PtTTRA. 



2. KXPtlRIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

The comprehensive review of the experimental results obtained with 

different storage rings is not an easy job. The difficulty arises not 

only because of wide spectra of different types, and ijuite different 

parameters of the storage rings (energy, space chargo '.ara^eters, cur

rents, number of bunches and so on) but mainly because of completely 

different conditions of the measurements and the different ways of 

interpreting result.1*. 

Even for a given storage ring the results strongly depend on the 

tunes, energy, quality of closed orbits correction, chroraaticity, 

transverse offsets of Che bunches at the interaction point, assymetry 

of the ring (differences In phase advance between the interaction points), 

aspect raLio of the bunch and so on, almost ad infinitum. 

To make the task easier, 1 will first of all concentrate on electron 

storage rings, for which data are much more abundant. For proton storage 

rings only the illustrative example of the CERN Interacting Storage Ring 

(ISR) will be given. 

Before discussing recent experimental results observed on different 

storage riny.s, it is useful LO look first at the co id it ions in which 

they are obtained and Lhe assumptions under which they are interpreted. 

2.1 Main Relationship and Assumptions 

First of all let us discuss relevant storage ring parameters as 

well as experimental conditions under which they are usually measured. 

1 will list the main parameters and relationships between them, 

although the latter are all well known. 
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2 . 1 . ! iiMlnoslty 

Luninasity of the slotage ring for the head-on col l i s ion of two 

identical IttJBfi i.- usual lv umaMid to bo 

,2 
(2.1) 

where 1 is the current in either of two beans, 8 is the number of bunches 
in each of the been*, f is the revolution frequency of cite particle with 
charge e, a\ and « Are horl2cntai and vertical dimensions of th« bunch 
<rms widths if the distribution i« Gaussian) <u the interaction point. 
Useful phyaica experiment* can be done with the atoraga ring if the 
luminosity it» o. the order of 10 en" sec." for the 3 CeV energy 
range. For higher energy tliia value should rise BB E . 

2.1.2 Space Charfti; Pnrametcri* 
Space charge parameters under the same conditions are given by 

the following formul'ic (compare l.in and 1.11). 

a) far Lhc vortical motion; 

ell.. 
t„ • — ; ? r . <*.2> 

2* I *l°y(\+9y) 
b) for the horlsontu) me-Llen: 

t x 7 ™ ~ - ( 2 - 3 > 

In these formula ^ and &v arc value* of burfzimul and vert ic i l 

^-functions at thv interaction point; f. i s particle vnemv. Both the 

luminosity •/• and the apace rharj{u parameters t and C depend <*n the 

bunch slae which la very diff icult x.; wuasur* directly. But it Is rlear 
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that both values Are sefialtlvo t» tha charge distribution in Che e o n 
of cbe beam rather than to the Calls of it. At the sane CiM. it is 
k m ™ 1 ' that tails are affected fay the boea-bean Interaction audi wore 
strongly than the core* 

2.1.3. lifetime 
f ie beam lifetiate T for a &l«gl« Cauaalan bunch IK given by2* 

where T is tlva vertical dawpinfi titno 

5 3 
c = 8.85 * 10 ra/CaV , p - banding radiim in m, and E the energy in GeV. 

< • * y • (2.6) 
o 

Here £ is an effective aperture of the machine. The beam liretlne is 
sensitive to the distribution of tho parciclas in tho calls where the 
beam-bean interaction changes distributions significantly. That mattes 
tne maximum luminosity strongly dependent upon the value of the oaximran 
beam current which tn turn happen* to be a fast function of the particle 
energy. 
2.1.4 Parameters Known, Measured *nd Assumed 

Among the machine parametera entering into expressions (2.1-2,6), 
the energy E, the number of bunehfta B» and the revolution frequency f 
are know, with great accuracy.. The luminosity V and the bean current 
i can be measured directly. 
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Oh tin other hand, several other P S T M K C T « (such as t%, B ) are 
difficult to ooturi. Although <HW ,'an expect that 0^, 0 should be 
•edified by the beta-bean force, these function* are changed <mly in 
the second order of the perturbation theory and therefore usually arc 
assumed to be equal tc their theoretical value -at the zero current. 
Hie M a e holds for the horizontal bean enlttancc c x and consilient ly 
for tin horizontal bean aire d^ • /* i% * 

2,1.5 Expurimento: Conditions and AHBur.pt ions 
Experimental dnta on the benn-buon uffeet are obtained PB different. 

nachlnas vlrt i.llv In quite different condition!. 
a) Tie investigation of the beam-boon limitations. McAsurementd 

of tills kind are dene during special nuichlnu physics runs. This main 
aval of thane moasurononis in to jclilcvo the moxlnum possible luminosity 
for given parameters by Increaulnu. thu currants to the point vihc-ri- thu 
Ufa tine of the buan starts to docrenso sharply. To maximize the lum
inosity of Die ring bath currents aru usually maintained prutty much 
thu F),imu. For the SPEAR meanuromnntii11 

One tries to do the sase with the vertical size of the beam* At leant 
at SPEAR this condition was net by means of Adjustment of t»" rhaoe 
between the rf cavities positioned synnetrically around the Interaction 
point. 2 2 

Experiments) data obtained In this situation should he s*w. sensi
tive to the particle distribution at large amplitude* (to the tails of 
distribution) rather than to the distribution tn the core wf the be™. 

http://AHBur.pt
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b) The Inveatlaatlnn of the atornan ring nerioraflnco. Hwiaurenant* 

of this kind are usually done during tilftfa oiMrgy phyalc« ruw tn a para

s i t i c node. Kaxlmua lualnoalty 1* aefcl«<6d In this cane under « re

strained condition of the beam Ltletlne bclflfl effected by hoaa-b«aai 

phencmena or by d«nand to have rennoiuifc-lo background In ^xptfrtaantal 

devices. Thesu Meaaureaenttt «HoMld be motv sensitive to the d<*«rlt>u< 

tlon In iUe cor.j of the beam, 

c) i t in important also to diatinttuiah tlio rogionu of parafflotocti 

below .inJ .IIIHVL' the blow-up limit. The boundary betweun thoae ttfu con

ditions i« nnt uivnya «hnrp and prunouncoil. Sineo thu functional 

bchnvior of relevant noramaton in (juleo difforant In thoflo two rcnioiin, 

ont< should be spotifie wlicn calking iibout tliuir volutin and dopendonclutt 

iin onerpy, current t bunch number and tlio llkii ( 

In a l t of cUc tttorntio finga the longltvtdlnnl slae at the bunch a, 

is much Leas than fL* If thla condition wore not ful f i l led , dlffernnt 

particles aloii^ the bunch would OHparUnce different focusing and the 

results cuuld be dUtore*d by chin offoct. Au wo ahnll mo later, it 

in aunumed uminlly that the diatribution of the. par tic Ud La C4u«lat\, 

at U>«Bt in the core* Otte floods this taauiiiptloEi to be nbla to cftlculivto 

the itpacc cfî rRc parameter** fro» the measured luainoatty and current» 

In Bane aspects there Is alee- a difference botween the »trong-btm»-

3trong-bean and che fttrong-bean-wnnk-bnan interactional 

Z.2 Experimental fteettlta 

An experlaental fact observed en n i l tfea nechliw* in tbnt the norl-

zantal Hire of the bunch t« not influenced by the bco»-b*«* interac

tion* , 2 f i with the accuracy * 10t. 
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2.2.1 Procedure 

It Is instructive first to see how one can derive the relevant 

parameters from tile measured ones. 

First of all, assuming a to be equal to Jt B , one can find beasa 

aspect ratio °„/o from the measured luminosity (2.1): 
y * 

J = _ 1 ^ 7 ) 
°x *«« J Bo x if 

Formula (2.1) then allows us to find the horizontal apace charge 

parameter 

2« } BEoJ(» + 0 y / o x ) 
(2.8) 

After cllnlnatJng o from (2.1) and £2.2) nne gets: 

t = — - * — - (2.9) 
" ( ' • • A ) 

Let us review now the recent experimental results obtained on different 

uturaKe rine«. 

2.2,2 SPEJVR. Dependence on Energy 

Recently a set of new measurements of Che max lr.ua Luminosity and 

the beam current versus machine energy was undertaken bj H. Wiedemann. 2' 

The range of energy variation was from 0,6 to 3.7 GeV and Is much ulder, 

t'ian in all previous experiments. The data are taken during the special 

runs of the SPEAR dedicated to machine physics. Much work Is done to 

adjust all the machine parameters to achieve maximum luminosity. Special 

attention t*aa paid to balanco ..he vertical sizes of electron and positron 

bunches to avoid the loss of the luminosity due to the blow-up effect. 

http://lr.ua
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The fit bv a powur law 10 recent data aeons to give quite different 

Siopew, enpeclnlly for the vertical space charge parameter, than ones iu 

thp previous iioasMi-cmeniB,1' The difference may bo attributed to the 

fact that the energy range in the work4 was much narrower (from approx

imately 1.2 to 2.S GeV). Table I summarizes the results of fitting to 

these measured .ind calculated data. 

2.2.3 SPEAK. Dependence on the Ream Current 

Table 2 Kuronarizes the data picked up from SPEAR logbooks by 

M. Cornocchla.28 the data were moHtly taken during regular physics runs 

of the machine The fits to the data taken at high energy physics run 

are recalculated. Inntend of fitting data by the leant square method 

the maximum luminosity was fitted. 

2.2.4 ADONE 

Table 3 summarizes die dependencies of the mnKimun luminosity and 

the beam current vcraun energy which were taken from tho report by 

S. Tazzarl.21 The space charge parameters of this machine were kept 

approximately equal tu uuch other. The fit for Che space charge param

eters in derived from the calculated values plotted in the work. 2 1 

The number of bunches in A1KWE can he and were changed. The data taken 

with one and three bunches do not contradict the assumption 

2.2.5 PETRA 
2 

The data from the nna»ured specific luminosity V'n/i during high 

energy physics experiments were fitted with the help of the blow-up 
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functlon 0 assumed*' to behave according to the following: 

• * • ( * ) ' 
ej - o>|-l • (2-10) 

Here a I K the valut! of a . at zero current 1 and a is a parameter. 

From the data taken ai different cnetRiea, a Is found to be; 

, .. c.ot\?t. (2.11) 

The v a l u e s of aspec t r a t i o of ihp beam e m l t t a n c e s a r e es t imated t o be 

of the o r d e r of neu t ra l jii-n wit at a i l energies! . 

2 . 2 . e PEP 

Due to s i x fo ld nymirl rv of thi.- machine, t he o p e r a t i o n Df PKP i s 

performed in one-by-one or t h r u e - b y - t h r e e bunch nodes . The beam-beam 

data ob ta ined in these modes d i f f e r I ruin each o i l i e r . The reason for 

1 M B d i f f e r e n c e i s not yet u n d e r s t o o d . J * F i g u r e s 2 . 1 - 2 . 3 p r e s e n t the 

r e s u l t s 3 0 of neasurements of t liv l uminos i ty , t he s p e c i f i c l u m i n o s i t y 
2 

' / B i n and the v e r t i c a l tune Hhlft iv fur d i f f e r e n t bunch c u r r e n t s . 

The dota a r e taken v i t h the p a r t i c l e energy 14. ^ C.nV. I t i s c l e a r l y 

seen t h a t t he i n i t i a l s lope nt '/'(>„) ' o r 1 * 1 mode agrt-CK with t he 

I„ law {cons tan t .-ronri i teclfon n( a bunch). The funct ion t a t u r a t e s a t 

hijrhor c u r r e n t valu«H indU-at inn the iTm:. s e c t i o n im-rra-u- (b low-up) . 

At the same time the 'urolnosi ty t,-ur"Ji> tor 3» 1 mode does not seem t o 
2 

follow 1 law even 1 »r very small <.'urru.nl. The sat";', but more c l e a r l y . 

can be seen from the H'Jeclflc lutninnsii i d a t a . Vhe i « ) da ta whow beam 

blow-up s tarLinp. Iron the lower*-1 avuiJ . ihle c u r r e n t d a t a . 

Unfo r tuna t e ly , t h e r e a r e not ennuRh da ta ti> f u l f i l l 11 it* a n a l y s i s 

s i m i l a r t o one of PKTKA. More da ta 1*T d l f t e r e n t «'Her«leH i , needed !>'! 

the comparison lietween two *ilorai;i' r l im«. 

http://'urru.nl
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2.2.7 CESR 

Luminosity measurements and observations of the related beam-beam 

effect Is done 7 3 on this storage rln(f at the enerpv '•>. S >'oV (the designed 

energy of the ring is fl GcV). The maximum Luminosity ot 1«10 era" set 

has been achieved which corresponds to a maximum vertical tune shift of 
2 

0.035. Luminosity curves versus current show 1 dependence up to 

i < 4 ma for different lattice configurations. Above this value one or 

both beams flip and the saturation is seen clearly. It- l.i found that 

smal! changes in tune can lead to large chanE*-1** '" specific Luminosity 

and/or lifetime of the beam. 

2.2.8 Low Energy Machines 

The summary of experimental observations on uevera) other machines 

can be found in Table i, which is 'akon from the work, 1' Representative 

samples of. data for SVEAR taken from work 2 7 and for VEI'V-ii taken from 

work71* are added. The first four columns Rive the maximum energy, die 

vertical tune u , the vortical e-function at interaction point, 8 , and 

the number of bunc' cs per beam. The next four columns Jeal with scaling 

laws for maximum current, luminosity, beam crosH-section and the he.ite 

otrenpth parameter aa a function uf eiw.rp.y. The ln»i cMiiran fitves ilie 

maximum value of the beam strength parameter £ achieved, 

mux 

2.2.9 intersect ins Storage Rlnss (1SR) 

To g^ve the reader the feeling of the orde' of magnitude of relevant 

parameters for pmton hunched beam?), I Include here the results of ilu-

beam-Seam study, i ; undertaken on the Internetting Stornitc Rinp ,u CKRN 

While for the electron storage ring clie beam-beam uhlft tune 1H of tlie 

"i .U.l-O.tli, the maximum achieved value for the same parameter 



for the protron storage ring is J» 10" . This value Is obtained for 

well adjusted vertical position of two beamx .it the Interaction point. 

When beams were nff-ccntcrcd by apprcjulrajtply oni' standard deviation, 

dramatic blow-up was observed. The rati' cif O.v vertical Mow-up in

creases substantially, also by the n"i«e In the hunching KF system. 

For continuous beans the bean-beam limit was observed 3' to he 

in the range 0.01 - 0.02. The difference between this result and the 

results for bunched collisions Is believed to be attributed to the fart 

that for continuous beans the inntlun Is assent I.il lv one-dimensional 

(since the vertical tune shift is erne 11 larger than the horizontal one, 

while there are no synchrotron oscillation**). For nnc-dlmenslanal 

motion one can expect the presence of ;i stable rcRiori below the 

"stochastic limit". 
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J. THEORETICAL MODELS AND TECHNIQUES 

At the presenT time (.here Is no satisfactory theorv for the benm-

hparo phenomena. The complexity of the physical object being, rsHentlalLy 

extremely hot plasma very far from the equilibrium m.-ikdt: the anatys''; 

very difficult. The situation is aggravated also by the highly nonlinear 

•character of the beam force, the presence of other nonllnearltlva Iti the 

equation of motion, the Influence of noise of different origins, and by 

nonunifortt.ily in space (aperture of the machine) and time (damp: r.);>. 

There arc many approaches to the problem and many theoretical .ind 

fo.npulat lonal techniques heing used in the attempt to attach the problem. 

Many cf these give qualitative explanation to BOITIG observed facts, but 

It Is hardly surprising that ali of them are unable to give comprehensive 

description of the phenomena as a whole, nor able to give ways and mean.<; 

to calculate Che relevant parameters. As we shall see from the review 

of these different approaches even proper understanding of which fatturs 

are important and which are not Is still to be achieved. I think we art 

.still far from formulating proper parametrization of the problem: differ

ent therTieh Rive different sets of Important parameters! 

Hai . n in better shape is computational technique. Until now all 

computer simulations have been restricted to particle tracking. 'n most 

cases the results of tracking are difficult to interpret in terms of 

real machine parameters. In better cases, these results seem to bo 

satisfactory to their authors and can be applied only to one particular 

machine for which they are designed. There is also one practically 

Important restriction of the tracking method. If as I believe to be: 

true, the nonlinear elements (sextupoles) of the machine are important 
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for correct dcHCTintion of the bean-beam phenomena, then the capacity 
of ood>rn «• mputers Is not enough to do the job, at least for the future 
bl& machine*, tinea computing time becomes forbidding. Still mora this 
is true for proton machines. Uhile far electron storage rings, it is 
believed that only several damping times are essential to get to the 
stationary state ("10 - 10 collisions), for the proton ring such tlma 
should be the lifetime of the bean (-10 1 0- 10 1 1 collisions) which is 
far beyond the ability of any .juputer. 

In subsequent feetions 1 try to describe very superficially some 
different theoretical models. The aim of thin 4escriptloa is to inform, 
the reader of the wain underlying ideas and obtained results. It la not 
intended here to go Into details of sometimes vary complicated oathamatics. 

I have ruutriccad myself t-i the I>onra-beam interactions in a storage 
ring. There la a related subject, that of the bean-beam interaction in 
a linear collider. Some interesting theoretical and computational 
w o r k 6 2 - 6 6 ha* been done in this area. This work helps to look into 
the bean-fcaaa phenomena, ptudying it in a self-consistent manner{ but 
since it lies owt of the topic of our uorfcshop (long-tine prediction), 
and mainly because, no experimental, observations have iieen done yet, 
I do not include the subject in the present review, 

3.1 Simla Rceonancc Models 
I follow hero the work 5 «hcr<? one can find more details as well as 

some references to other papers on this subject. 
Two main assumptlona lie in the foundation of the model: 
a) There la only one set of integers, q,p,n, satisfying the condi

tion qi> + pv • n, which dominates the motion of a aingJe particle 
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intcracting with J> Fixed opposite bunch. In principle Chare are amy 

other gats of numbera, p,c satisfying this condition- Tha rational to 
ignore them is that the influence (width) of corresponding resonance 
drops faster with the Increase of the particle amplitude the sore quickly 
the number* p and q increase. 

b) All the fast oscillating terms In the equation of motion can be 
ignored (smooth approximation). Foxnally that goal Is achieved by sub
stituting the Hoailtonian by its average over unperturbed phase trajec
tory. Such averaging chatkges the volwae of the phase mac*, which can 
lead to sons errors. Besides that, this approach doe* not take into 
account tha existence of stochastic regions and possible Arnol'd diffusion. 

Two such models will ba discussed. In the first one all paranaters 
are conaidorcd La bu constant (static model). Ihe second fflodol allows 
slow (adiabatic) change of the parameters due to coupling to longitudinal 
•otion (dynasdc nodal), 

l.i.l Static Model 
Consider transverse motion of a single particle In the prasanee of 

a fixed opposite bunch (weak-bean—strong beam case neglecting synchro
tron oscillations). 

The Hamiltoaian of this problem is: 

•**- J (PX 2 + K
X(»>K 2) + j (py2 + ys>y z) + ntx.y) c(s> , o.i) 

where K ^ H ) and Ky(a) are lattice horizontal and vertical focusing 
functions of the longitudinal coordinate s. Potential of the bean-beam 
interaction L'(x,y) 3hould be chosen in such a way as to give cornet 
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"fcieta" ax* - - 9U/9x and ay* - SO/By (see 1.4 and 1.5). Periodic func
tion c(s) describes toe longitudinal dependence of beam-beam force. For 
short bunch it can be approximated by the fi-function periodic in a. In. 
the vicinity of the single resonance qv_ + pv„ « » (assumption 1) the 

* y 
Samlltoniaa has fast oscillating and slowly changing terns. The averag
ing procedure (assumption 2) throws the fast oscillating terms away. 
If the particle distribution in the strong bunch is Gaussian and its 
action can be described as a ̂ -function kick in tine, the remaining 
Hamiltonlan depends on five dinansionless parameters, 

£ • ( • v • v and —*• • *x' V x' y o x 

The torn? shift fiv and the width of resonance &v au functions of parti
cle amplitude can ba calculated. For the one-dimensional case (q=0) 
the result is: 

iv(a) - C a"° [l0(u> + I Q ( O ) ] , (3.2) 

a"" [Clf 2»> W > + 2 , l I 3 P / 2 ( a > ] 
6 •V - I 

(3.3) 

where /la i s the normalized amplitude in units of the strong bunch 

vertical dispersion 

<* - Mr ,3.A) 
2ff 

and l n is the modified Bessel function of the n t h rrder. qualitative 
behavior of av and *v are shown in Fig. 3.1. 

Due to fast decay of the resonance width with the amplitude 
according to the static model, the notion is stable in respect to beao-
beam Interaction In striking contradiction to experimental observations. 
This discrepancy sseng to be overcone by dynamic wodels. 
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3.1.2 Dynamic Models: Trapping 

"Tie static model does not provide a mechanism for transporting 
particles from small to large amplitudes. Such mechanism seems to be 
necessary to provide for particle losses and lifetime decrease* There 
are several models 3 1* - 3 6 with time variable parameters, such u v o i ( , 
which lead up to an instability. The change of the parameters may 
arise from different sources. It may be coupling to longitudinal motion, 
in which cast the tune v may be modulated by synchrotron frequency u , 
or it may be some noise in the system causing the tune diffusion. The 
change of the tune makes the assumption 1 (single resonance) still less 
sound then for (lie static model. 

In the work 3 6 it is assumed that the space charge force can be 
considered as a source of the tune dlfFusion via the tuns dependence on 
amplitude. Diffusion through the single reaonanca leads to amplitude 
gr™th. Assuming the v to be constant, tha author finds the following 
expression for the beam-beam limitJ 

— 5 7 ? ™ c o n 8 t (3.5) 

which gives the dependence of the maximum currant and luminosity as 
functions of energy: 

(assuming «x*v ~ Y)-
The dependencies (3.5) and (3.7) seem to be too slow for reasonable 

agreement with experimental observations. 
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Thla model seems to have a support from tha computational simrletlcm 
Of J. Tennyson, 3 7 where screams of particle* are discovered along a ser-
tain resonance tube caused larger amplitude, vtete they « « dropped ent. 

In the trapping model*1* the time of the panicle Is adisbatically 
Changwl in time close to a. single resonance value n/p* These changes 
cause the resonance inlands (the separatrlaM) to move. At a certain 
rate of the else change it in possible that an inland will trap a parti-
d a bringing it from one phase trajectory to *aaUwc. The Island* wove-
•ant is completely analogous to the outophasing in longitudinal motion 
la a synchrotron, where slow increase of tin magnetic flald causae Che 
aeparatrix to move *pward bigger mead energy. Synchrotron oscillations 
of tha particle inside the separatrix then follow les Movement exlblting 
the example of trapping* As vs know, the «pe*J of thu nagnetlc tleid 
change should not exceed a certain limit, which la determined by tha 
dependence of the revolution frequency on energy. At fehia value tha 
Size of the separatrix becomes zero. In the same Manner the speed of 
the tvmc change In the trapping model should not exceed a certain limit, 
« U C B in t u n is determined by the amplitude dependence of the tune, at 
whlcb the width of the island tends to zero. 

To find tie rate of particle transport toward larger amplitudes 
in the trapping model one needs an evaluation of the trapping probabil
ity. It la arwmed chat this probability la proportional to the volume 
of tha Island, being small for small amplitudes. It then reaches its 
maximum at a dlmensionless amplitude of the order of magnitude 1-3 
(depending on the order of th« particular resonance) and then drops 
toward larger amplitude again (the decrease is dim to both the 
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decreaaa In resonance width and the distance to resonance). The net 
effect than la tht difference of the number of particles brought from 
the snail to large amplitude (proportional to particle density Inside 
the bunch) and tha matter of parr Idea brought hack froa larger to 
saaller aaplltude (proportional to particle density In the tails of 
dlstrlbutIon). 

3.1.3 Method of Lie Traneforaatlen 
The application of Che transfer nop •ethod 3 8 to analysis of the 

beam-bean interaction will he discussed here very briefly, since the 
main contributor to Chia nethod, A. Dragt, will present the topic hlnaalf. 

General nonlinear transfer map m la an operator traneforaing phew 
coordi"it*t 

1 " ( V V - V pr ••• pn) ( 3 , 8 ) 

from one Polnoara taction to another 

The nap • denende on coordinate *•. Action of each el*nent of the 
lattice (linear or nonlinear) on coordinate* Zj at the entrance can he 
considered as a nap transferlng then Into coordinates c 2 at the exit. 
Hence any m can be ".onatructod as a produce of m^ for each eleeent. 

For *Jty function In phase sneer f(z). • corresponding Lie operator 
F can be defined, it la acting on any other function «.(*} according to 
the following rulei 

H - [f,g] C3-10) 
Here Cf,a] denote Foisaon bracket for functions f and g. Hence the 

Lie operator la a linear differential operator lti the phase apace. 
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For example. The Lie operator PJ associated witli the particle momentum 

Pi -" sjj • " . I D 

This is very similar to the quantum mechanical operator of momentum, 

the fact which has very interesting consequences In the new approach to 

classical mechanics.39 

IC is possible to construct from the Lie operator F a Lie series 

as e. power series of F, Of special interest is the exponential series, 

called Lie transformation: 
V Fh 

exp(F) = £- 77 " 0.12) 
n»0 

It was shown,<*8 that an;? n t can be presented in the fnrm exp(F.). 

For example, consider auy linear piece of rins with phanc advance ty and 

(ji of transverse oscillations. Then corrcHpnndlng i,ic transformation e 

is constructed from the operator F associated wtlh the quadratic 

polynomial 

;»•-W»l) - W"l) • 
The Lie operator for a sextupole magneL 1H associated with the cable 

pplyoonial 

'(3) = Qx* 3 " V ^ ( 3" 1 4 ) 

where q and Q are ualueE proportional to the btrength of the sextupole 

nagnet, and ao on. 

Similarly can be constructed the Lit: operator for the action of tilt 

Strong hunch on a particle motion. The corresponding. Lie operator Is 

associated with the potential function nf the eluctraiaasnetic 

Interaction. 
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The remarkable feature of the Lie transformation method la the fact 

that che canonical nap can be presented as a product of corresponding 

Lie transformations depending on initial coordinates only, thus generali

zing the matrix method of analysis tD nonlinear mechines 

This method was used recently to study a one-dimensional node! 

of the weak-beam-gtrang-bean interaction. The strong bunch la assumed 

to have round cross section. The Harailtonian of the motion, can. bfe found 

explicitly for two cases: far from any resonance as well as near a 

single resonance of order p. The motion is found stable for any tune 

shift parameter of physical significance. This Is hardly surprising 

since we have already seen the sane result for the sane model, studied 

by a different method (see section 3.1.1). Still I believe that the 

beauty and rover of this method will give many more interesting results 

and not only in the study of the beam-beam interaction, but also In 

investigations of many other aspects of nonlinear behavior of storage 

rings. 

3.2 Many Resonanrcs Models; Stochastic Limit 

Ihe assumption which is made in simple resonance models does not 

appear to be very realistic. A picture of the simultaneous action of 

many retionancea together seems to be closer to reality, ns far as the 

strength of the beam-beta interaction is small enough, the separation 

between the different resonances (at least for low order resonances) 

is greater than their widths. In this case the Kolmogorov-Amol'd-Moaer 

theorem is valid and the motion of almost all particles with different 

initial conditions is stable, deterministic and reversible In tine. 

The trajectories of such particles are only slightly perturbed by the 
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present* of resonance. Them a n exponentially thin layers in the phase 
space (near the eeparatrltte* associated with resonances) where particles 
wbiih happen to he there due to Initial conditions behove erratically. 
In <me-diMmalooal systems the M M snrfnees ere dosed and provide 
stability even for a particle Imlde each a layer. In anltidisenslona] 
systems the layers associated with different resonances can intersect 
each other making it possible for the particle la the layer to drift f r o 
one resonance to another end eventually sway to the machine aperture 
(so-called Araol'd diffusion). This would not practically reduce the 
bunch lifetime unlets there la no internal noise In the liquations of 
notion which can occasionally bring nore and more particles inside the 
s ochaatlc layer. 

The situation changes drastically with increase of che strength 
parameter. At a certain value of this parameter tha widths of the next 
resonances become big enough to touch each other. The KAM surface 
breaks dovn and the notion becooee stochastic for a substantial portion 
of the phase apace (initial conditions). This resonance overlapping 
situation is believed to create the bean-bean limit tod is a content 
of the Chlrikov criterion for stability. 

In the following I describe very briefly (jvst for eoBpletvnevs of 
the review) the aost Important ideas developed along this line. The 
subject Links the problesi of bean-bessi Interaction to the note general 
problem of long-tin* behavior of the nonlntegrsble Hsmiltoaisn mjwf^ma 

and exhibit sane basic concepts of nonlinear Haniltonisn Dynamics: 
resonance» closed orbits, stoehastleity and Arnol'd diffusion. More 
coaprehennlve description and nore detalle will be presented In tin* 
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next f ™ talka and can b* found ID literature (nee for •••ajiln f c W" 
and references tharnlfi). 

3.2.1 Estimate of tha Baaa-Saan Ualt Accordlnc to CblrUwr Criterion 
Lee as evaluate tha b*ea-bean Halt according to Chlrlkov criterion.1*' 

I follow here tha derivation of tha work.**9 Practically the aaae treat-
nenc is used by Bauatla.*'* One flnde an lAtareatlae approach 5 0 expres
sing ChiciVLov criterion la term* of a turbulence Limit of a flew in the 
phaee space> 

Consider une-dlmenaioiial notion ef a particle In the praaence of 
the second bunch. The HamlltoniAn of the notion in action-angle vari
ables is 

H • «•» + £ eim<J> a 1 < ° * - k ' ) (3.15) 

Term e (J) determines the dependence ot tha aaclllation frequency on 

amplitude: 2 

For fi-functloa Ilka perturbation la B, e ^ dee* D M dapaad on k. 
if c B Is small anengh each of tha othti tame 1A (3.15) produce a 
resonance at the frequency 

**k» " £ * * + ""̂ tan (3.17) 
The last equation in (3.1?) dntanlBM tun raaooanC anolitude J^. 

in phase eeaaa a teaonete* la Mtrroundad by a aeparatrix tha width 
of which is 
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The sane value in tenia of frequency in-

Tht' r«e<* ">ce separation around the resonance of the order m is 

l*\. » : / B . Mow Chlrikov criterion can be formulated quantitatively If 

one iiaes the SUB of the ratio of the widths to tlw sepsrtlons In a unit 

frequency interval* If one introduces the notation 

in v 

then Chirlkov stability criterion becomes 

A > 4 (3.21) 

The numerical investigation at the validity of thisi criterion on the 
taodel called the stsndard mapping 5 1 shows thnt (3.21) overestimates 
stability (actual loss of stability appears for n smaller value of e). 

The same teems to be true for the beam-beam stability limit at 
least is the sitople one-dimensional model with the round Gaussian 
strong bunch. Expression (3.21) gives in this case, for the space 
charge parameter: 

C < 1/8 , (3.22) 
which is dearly 3-4 times better than the experimental observations. 

It la common thinking that the limit will look sore realistic lor 
bunched beans if one takes into account the existence of additional 
synchrotron resonances arising due tn cuupllng of the irnmivcrse motion 
to the longitudinal one. The overlap of synchrobelotron resonances has 
been studied by Israllsv" where it is shown chat indeeu the beam-beam 
llnit can be reached at t a 0.0A, For unbundled procon btuwis the sore 
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severe limit la believed to be connected with Amol'd diffusion- in the 
absence of damping the needed lifetime can be achieved only below the 
stochastic limit when resonance overlapping has not developed to full 
ecale. 

3.2.2 Study of Nonlinear Equations of notion 
it Is worthwhile to mention hers a completely different approach 

to the beam-beam problem in which the stability Unit is aaarohed from 
the investigation of the nonlinear Hill*a equation6*'*11 or correspond
ing finite difference equations.59 

Again the one-dimensional problem la investigated. Consider two 
first-difference mappings 

* t +l • 7t , C3.23) 

yt+l B ~*t + 2yt c o a 2 ™ + 5F(ye; si*$Si (3.24) 
describing the vertical motion in the presence of the 4-functlon baam-
bea» force £T(y), £ being the strength parameter. Tor the piacewise 
linear beaD-beam force 

y for |y| < y-

F(y) . { § for y > j£ (3.25) 

T ***« T 
tt appeared possible to construct an invariant curve y(x) in the 
phase plane, i.e., the curve Invariant in respect to the nonlinear 
map under consideration. It contains a stable region of the notion 
for all times. 
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For each given vaLue of v only one such curve is found to exist. 

The stability limit Is determined from the following expression: 

i,nv T11+ 2r.os2nu) (.-sln̂ Tiv) 

Fi.r the ISABELLE storjiRc ring this gives Ay • 0.03. This value seems 

again to be too optimistic, 

3.3 Diffusion Model 

We have seen above the attempts to describe the beam-beam limit 

as a combined effect of 3 single resonance and diffusionlike change of 

Its parameters. In the case when there are many rather strong reson

ances Inside the tune change region of the particle, the notion of the 

particle can become stochastic even in the absence of special noise 

sources. That circumstance makes it plausible to try to consider the 

beam-beam interaction in the limit where there is no correlation 

between the results of different collisions and between the phases of 

a particle at different interaction points1! 1~',', Such considerations 

do not pretend to constitute a rlgoious theory but rather a phenomeno-

logical model which helps to make parjimetrization of the experimental 

data in a suitable va.y and to derive some scaling laws by means of a 

few fitting parameters. The behavior of these fitting parameters is 

not described by a theory and should he. taken from the comparison with 

an experiment • 

It is DBLful first Lo go through main assumptions under which suc!i 

models are developed as uell as those which will be used in the 

following considerations. 
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First of all we shall consider a one-diraenjional model of the 

beam-beam interaction. Although the phenomenon ifl essentially multi

dimensional, the justification of this model at least in the first 

approximation comes from the experimental observations that the vertical 

site of the bunch is most strongly affected by the interaction while 

the horizontal size of the bunch seems to be affected very little if any. 

One may argue about the loss of some particular multidimensional 

features such as the Arnol'd diffusion, sideband resonances, and the 

like. All of these effects may be considered to 'ne included in assumed 

particle atachasL.c behavior. 

Secondly, we assume that at least some number of particles behave 

stochastically. The reason for such a behavior can be nonlinearities 

In the Diachine lattice, nonlinearity of the electromagnetic beam-beam 

force, combined action of many close-lying resonances, presence of a 

stochastic layer in the phase space of particle ruction, etc. Note that 

I do not include in this list the change of particle amplitude due to 

radiation quantum fluctuations making thus the consideration equally 

applicable to proton storage rings. 

We shall use in forthcoming considerations an assumption that both 

beams are identical. This assumption is not mandatory for the deriva

tions but is justified by experimental conditions and makes all 

formulae more straightforward. 

Also everywhere where it is appropriate, I will simplify the calcu

lations using Gaussian distribution, linear force, etc. Although more 

exact calculations can be fulfilled sonecimes they do not seem to be 

necessary due to oversimplifying assumptions made above already. 
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3.3.1 Bean BlowDp 
At each interaction the vertical coordinate y and the angle In 

vertical plane >' are changed as follows: 
fty • 0 13.27) 

V - 2«£v r M v Cul (3.28) 
y 

where b • to-^j t* ' / l -(o / f f x ) i

r u - y/o 0 and K^ i s a function 

describing the electromagnetic force of thft opposite bunch. For 

Gaussian distribution 1 6 

Kb " / ' " (3 .29) 
b 

( u ) • „ f' —da 
* C7 

.2 
•h(u) " « / d W t _ V U (3 .30) 

7 
According to the main assumption t certain part of the notion due to 

the interaction {3.28} can bo described as stochastic and the beoa-buan 
interaction can be considered as an additional source of diffusion {in 
addition to all other sources which do not depend on the baan-beaM force). 

He know that at least the linear part of the force cannot cause 
the fltocuaeeicity. it can be considered as an additional focusing 
force and hence should be Included in the regular part of pjrclele notion. 
Probably the sane 1M true sl»w for S O M nonlinear parts of the force. 

That Is why for the purpose of calculating bean blow-up as a conse
quence of a diffusion-like process ue should consider not ail the force 
f^fc), but only sow noniln.Jir part of It SL(u). The way to ftfct * out 
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of *!, is noc clear and should bt considered hare only as a way to Intro
duce in the theory a phettoacpological fitting paraaeter. It can be done 
In different miners: 

' *,,(») - <l-h> ^ ( y T h ) • *•«••«•*» 
•^(n) - < (3.31) 

t bv£fc»> • *. fctggltto'* 

One can find still other possibilities. For a smell value of h, both 

procedures give essentially the same result• 
It is reasonable to aseuae that for particles which behave erratic

ally there is a complete mixing of phases vlthln the bunch and in the 
long run each particle can be expected to aequire any value of coordinate 
y- in rhia etas the bean blow-up can be found by averaging the value 
(Ay') over the distribution function 

where the brackets < > aean Averaging over the distribution function. 
In expression (3.32) 

q - 2B f * ( 2 « 0 2 » < 3- 3 3> 

where T is the vertical damping else <2«S) 
For Gaussian distribution 

<«$) - ^ £ <« •" * ^ * *•» 

instead of doing actual calculations ve substitute in the following 

?"<«> - hv'(0> - nU 1 + b Z - b) (3.35) 
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. 2 2 2.2 2 .2 , 2n e x6y h oQ 1 
\ * "0 + 72 (3.3b) 

I B E Z «R) 
f l in t ,il , i i i we st-e here e x a c t l y the same formula (2 .10) that uafi 

^•ululated In ttif w o r k . 1 7 Comparing (3 .36 ) with ( 2 . 1 0 ) , we f ind 

i i ' B ho , 
C3.37) *vi* ±__ pL 

An eaipri'rtsli*!) stmf l,u to 15. Id) ran .l lso be found In the paper"'1' (dee 

Eq. i l ' l i'l t i l l* wvrkl Lfhii-h slvi-s to parameter h the phys ica l meaning 

of thv pniKiM 111 v ,i! iitolltiK [ li.' |>;irticle in a s t o c h a s t i c l a y e r . 

(•Apt ivirili'u i 1. >e* uMii .ilsn IUT1VL>I1 by J . Kees* f' from the 

j-ssu-Tipi ion 

.-" - . . ' « I B I B ' 0 2

 o v ii ' y naa 

whtrt i '^^ 1M ('„,- i i u v l l v . ' r.m.ti. s c a t t e r i n g angle of a p a r t i c l e In the 

vi'rti.-.il p|.iiu'. pfi'.iiu-fj t'y the opposite bunch. 

3 . 3.2 Sfiiltnfi \~vjr. 

Exireesions l 1. 36, 3,37) contain only one unknown parameter h. 

Let us consider it as a phenoroenologlcal parameter tihich should be 

determined from experimental data. One way to do this 1M to use PETRA 

results17 (2.1!). Jt Is easy to see that to satisfy E decrease for 

the value a, JO need the following dependence of h cm energy: 

-3/2 h - E 3 I L (3.38) 

file:///~vjr
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Slnce we are interested now In maximum values of the luninonicy and the 

current, we derive from (J. 10) that asymptotically at l;irj;e t urrent 1 

a =» a 1 or 

The maximum possible value of <J limited by particle looses and bean 

lifetime .should be some constant which can oe written «u A o where 
t y y 

A. is an effective vertical acceptance of the storage ring. From formula 

(2.4) for Caussiaa dl striburlon we would find that o Is constant with 

the logarlt tunic accuracy. Let JE see now what consequences follow from 

ches£ aosuraptIons, 

a) Dependence on energy. Consider first the situation where the 

limitation arises from tlit beam lifetime. AH sura ins o =• const in 

expression (J. 3*)) w*» immediately gee 
i - E 4 (3.40) 

max 

With the help of this expression we also get the following scaling laws 

(note that for the eLectron storage ring o — E): 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

max - E 7 

i 

yraax c 

xraax ~ E 

0 

-1 
a 

X 

- I 
E 
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(J 0 
x y 

t 

yraax 
*s. I1'2 

J r.ax - I 3 ' 2 

b) Dependence on current. Let us now turn to experiments .n which 

beaa lifetime limit has not been reached yet. At a given energy one 

gets fTora the same expressions: 

1 / 2 (3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

c) Dependence DH the number of bunches. For the strong-beam-

weak-bean case ve luve observat ions made on ADONE,11 Expression (3.36) 

in t h i s case should be rewrltt«n for the blowup of the weak beam by an 

unperturbed strong bean. Assuming the some dependence of h on E ve have 

In t h i s case 

2 i 2 

o «. — - » const (3 .48) 
y BE1 1' 

The l a s t equa l i ty corresponds to condit ions of the ADONE experiment. 
Hence, 

HVB W - E * (3 .49) 

/ - E 9 B ( 3 . 5 0 ) 
JHOK 

E - - ( 3 - 5 1 ) 
yrcax ^ 

f. _ ~ E1 (3 .52) 
xninx 

The s c a l i n g <3,49)8een>B Lo be In quith good cjreement with the e x p e r i 

mental d a t a 2 1 on the HtroriK-bcara-weak-beam Interact ion at ADONE both 
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on E and on B. On the other hand, E and C uere maintained equal. 
y x 

That makes the comparison of the energy dependence meaningless. The 

dependence on B la not. contradictory to the ejcperlme" . 

TableH ^ - ) present the summary of the theoretical and experimental 

values for dlfiiTent r̂ raroeters relevant for the beam-beam interaction. 

Keeping in mind the number of assumption! and the approximations made 

the agrnement seemn to be astonishingly good. 

3.4 Computational Models 

In this section 1 will discuss several siroula-lonB of the beam-beam 

lnterac'?n done on computers. All such simulations are performed by 

tracing a set of particles with different initial conditions through 

many intc-actlona. Motion between the Interactions is assumed to be 

linear (i.e., simple rotation in phase space with constant amplitude). 

Hence, the nonlinearities of the lattice are neglected. 

The main attraction of the computational method for the investiga

tion of the beam-beam phenomei • (as veil as many other complicated 

objects) is that this method presents a unique possibility to sec the 

bi/iuvlor of n nample of particles when the solution of the equations 

governing their motion is unknown. The finite capability of a computer 

forces us to neglect some features of the motion, thua making the method 

ap approximate as any other. The approximation can be more or leas 

physically sound, but it 1H alwsys titere. We see that the computational 

method in nlwnyu applied to a certain physical model in the oame way us 

the analytical method Is. To some extent both methods can be considered 

as complimentary to each other since the analytical method is usually 

applicable only if there Is a small parameter in the model. 
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Tbe computational nethod usually exhibits a lot of troubles In the ctse 
of the presence of a null parameter. 

There la also a substantial disadvantage In using the computational 
technique. It demands much skill Co extract from the results of computa
tion any general natural l a w — If It is possible at all. On the other 
hand, this method is sometimes the only one that Is available. 

Out of many simulations d o n e , 1 7 , , l 7 > S 7 ~ 6 1 I picked uut rather arbi
trarily only some done recently. I believe they quite nubstantlally 
represent bright and dark sides of all computational efforts. 

3.4.1 Tennyson's Model 
The investigation of the vcaM-beam- strong-beam interaction in the 

electron storage ring Is reported in work.''' Two-dimensional notion is 
studied (that is no synchrotron oscillations are included). The follow
ing features of the mot'on are conuiderud in both transverse planes): 

a) linear transformation between interact ions, 
b) radiation damping a{ ouclllatluna, 
c) quantum fluctraLlonw, and 
d) th*> be.liti-beam internet! n. 

In Che last, clic vertical component of beam-beam force depends! on the 
horizontal motion and 1a approximated by a Gaum;ian function in x, The 
dep,. denco of the horizontal force on y has been omitted cnnpl«taly. 
In each run sixty-four different Initial coiid J l inm , nil corresponding 
to one standard deviation of the (Urnng-beani lit both planet* were traoi--d 
far che nunber of iterations corroeponding rn three damping t Imoii for 
each given energy of the particle. 
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Flrst of all, the model exhibits blow-up la vertical direction mad 

no significant change In horizontal size of th« bunch. The blow-up 

occurs somewhere hsr.vaen the values of space charge, parameters £ .02 

and .06 and disappears if either radiation effects or bean-bean: spree 

charge paramater are put to zero in horizontal notion. 

The effect does not depend on fluctuations In th«- 'ertical plane. 

The blown-up boom shows a substantial tail of particles. 

Additional study of the cause of the blow-up discloses an interesting 

mechanism of rapid diffusion of a few particles along the resonance 

line. After such a partlcla reaches fairly large amplitude, it streams 

out of resonance and then le danped back to saall amplitude. 

The resonance particularly under susplslon as being the main 

transporter of particles is 

2v + 6« - 5 * y 

The reason for such effectiveness by this resonance la that the resonance 

tube in almost along the A axis. Hence, so*11 horizontal displacement 

(believed to be caused by quantum noise) can produce large vertical 

displacement. 

3.4.2 Piwlnskl'a Model 

This model 6 0 also denlb with the weak-bean-" strong-beam interac

tion. All three degrees of freedom are considered here. Damping and 

quantum fluctuations of radiation are also taken into account. 

Charge distribution of the strong-bean) was assumed to be Gaussian. 

The "kicka" Ax" and Ay' are given In the Integral form (1.4, 1.5). 

The Integrals were tabulated for the grid of 75* 200 points with the 

distances of 0.2a nnd 0,2a between them. Exact kick experienced by a 
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parttcle by tlie passage through tit* <tt rang-beam was Interpolated for 

each collision-
The tracking, U performed for PF.TRA parameter a io • l>„/6„ • 15, 

x y PC y 
°«'®» " O - l . w- - 2*-2. w „ " ° - 0 ? »»* different » . Three different 
s T x H y 

particle energies (7, 11.3. and 17.9 CuV) and three different mmbere 
of bunches (1, 2 and 4) are studied. The Initial coordinates of parti
cles were unlfpraly diatilooted In phase and Gaussian In anplltudc. The 
typical umber of particle* In 12$. They were traced for op to twelve 
danplng tinea. 

Special attention In paid to possible oayrametrlc* and distort lout* 
in the aachlnc. In particular, differences of betatron phaao advances 
between interaction points (lncludlnit the change of thlM value due to 
synchrotron oscillation for a particle) and spurious horizontal disper
sion function ate investigated and nliuv drastic influancc an tho honm 
blow-up. Snail vertical dispersion at tlio Interaction point as wall as 
linear coupling of horir"r.cal and t'urtlcal oscillations due to skew 
quadropalcs show no effect an the ttiaw-up. 

the result* of &lnul*tlan clear)? duMmwt rate appearance of mmy 
additional resonance* arising, due to disturbance* of the storage ring 
and synchrotron one I Hat taw. The resonance augmentation of y la 
«een even f<-r the aawllent apace charge parameter studied (t'0.02), 
Mi -a pronounced stronger with Increasing tt to 0.06. 

I think that observed influence of phaaa aayanetry strongly supportn 
the hypothesis of a possible Important roiu of machine nnnllncaritloa 
In the bean-beam phenomena. Iiuh*tult together with rusldual clohid 
orbits, the nonJlneiiritlca tun be ruNjionnlblo both for phase asymmetric 
and for additional rt-tinnamcit. 
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J.4.3 Tainan'* Kodel 
Tttli computational nodal 6 1 In the only one, as far aa I know, 

which is dealgned to study tbe strong-bean-8troog-bea» effect, Many 
particles (• 100 In each of the t w beau) are tracked for nany turns 
( *• 3000, which corresponds to epprexlautely three deeping tinea T ) In 
alx-dl»aft.iioaal phase apace. Radiation damping, quantum fluctuation* 
and vertical coupling a n taken Into account:. 

For a period of 0.3l one bunch la held rigid. Froa the tracking 
m u l t * for the part 1< 1«« of tbe second bunch, anooth distribution and 
the horizontal and vertical field* of thla bunch la calculated. Then 
the rolee of the two bunchaa ara reversed. 

The possibility of particle loss is incorporated by Installing a 
mrtsk (typically set at H0o and tlOo for corresponding deviations). 
In this way clio llfutine of tha bunch can be found. For the conditions 
giving "ijond" li for inn, the luminosity la calculated from the equilibrium 
particle distributions. It la found that the regions of "bad" lifetime 
correlate with the petition* of the resonances of the nonlinear 
equation of vertical notion Termetrlcally "pumped" by the horizontal 
oaclllationa. 

A conperleon between the expertaental observations and the results 
of ronputatlona ahowa good agreenent both In tbe dependence of 4F(1] end 
in tbe value* of l ^ beyond which the lifetime Is too short (see Fig. 3.2). 

The eourcee of the been blow-up as aeen by the authors of all three 
computational studloe arc discerned quite differently. It la noise In 
DID firm, 1 7 much Inn dlatortlons in the second 6 0 and strong coupling to 
horizontal motion in the third, 6 1 The same difference holds in respect 
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..- * •»!•. Imiiiiiiii m the blow-up. ii is u SIIIKIP rmnnonre in tiu- r i r » t , 

i nMtiii iiiit'iniN .ictliri of many reaonanceH in tliu Miicend and parametric 

*r (>lt( t.-.tt liwi ttt the vertical OBCUIJI lone by horizontal In the third. 

Siu'u conLrovftrity J© hardly nurprlBlng and Alftht point to the 

etlttt.mi.-e At All three («nd aaylw fWi more) rt-Antnui for the beoa 

imtt^billty. 

cmnjDSioN 

Consider tue. the «tau> in uhtrti the heaa-tH'im proMtm *xt*ta, whnl 

bind of feeling miejn .me experience? i« It Irw«tration or uxcltenwntT 

tlto answer 1« At cour»v outr.1cct.ivi>. 

Personally, 1 an more exh i la ra ted—the phvuica with ami ot chu 

itorage ring Ii proRreimini* rapidly nicer nil — rathur than disappointed 

with all the falturuti ot proper dcscrLi<tltm a( the bena-bcan phenomenon. 

W* s t i l l have not been «.hU> to k i l l .1 bird, but It IK ft challenge to 

hove i t a l i v e , toot 
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TABtE I 

Dependcncu of SPEAR parameters on the particle energy E, 

in GeV. the fit Is done 2 7 by a function f - kE*1. 

f k q Comment 

max 0.033 6.6 in 10 3 0 cnf2 sec"1 

max 1.2 3.6 in ma 

a 
-1 0.5 -1.0 
K 

** 0.022 0.87 -

s 0.011 2.3 
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TABLE. IT 

Dependence of SPEAR parameters an the bean current 1, 
fa on. The fit is done by a function f • kl q. 

E* k 4 s Consent 

1.5 

2.5 

3.7 

0.030 

0.046 

0.054 

1.95 

1.55 

1.45 

high 
energy 
pliysica 

runs 

b 
1.95 

1.95 

0.052 1.41 

1.45 

10 CB 

20 cm 

•achlne 
physics 

runs 

2.4 

0.59 

0 

0.33 

10 cm sec 
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TABLE III 

Dependence of ADORE paraMtere on the particle energy £, 
In GeV.21 The fit is dons by a function £ - It*". 

f k q « — 

max 0.64 

0.068 

7 

1.57 

la 1 0 3 0 « T 2 M C ' 1 

( in oa) 
105 

42,4 

6.34 

4.12 

three 
bunchee 

ent 
buneh ' 

Strang-setn-
tteak- Baaa 
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TABLE IV 

Somo Experlaental observations 

MutOoM . 1 Vertical 
(cot) 

K 
Scaling Laws/E wax 

( i o - 2 ) 
MutOoM 

(CtiV) Time (cot) 
K KE) •r (K> 5*(E> t ( E ) 

wax 
( i o - 2 ) 

ACO .54 .829 400 1-2 T 3 - 5 T 5 T 2 Y 0 . 5 3.1 

VEPP-2M .65 3.086 5.6 1 4 6 
Y - \ Z .6 a 

VEPP-4 1.84 9.1 15.0 Y* 1.5 

ADOBE 1.5 3.05 340 3 A* T 7 Y2 1.5 Y 6.6 

DCI 1.65 1.79 200 1 yl y2 y° 0 
Y 4.1 

DORIS 3.0 5.16 30 360 Y 3 
4 

Y 2 Y 
0 

Y 1.0 

SPEAR 2.0 5.17 10 1 ,3 .6 Y 6 - 7 2.4 Y 4.5 

' i n tha c u t of VEFF-2H 
to th* 1978 Dubiw Conf 

, chase data are eg 
arnica. 

ctractol from a contribution 



TABLE V 

The power q In the power law f (E) *• E • 

Parameter 
Experiment 

Mwi«l SqtMtliWl „ Parameter Mwi«l SqtMtliWl „ 
SPEAR Anotne PETRA 

h 3 
" 2 3.38 

max 0 . 6 7 7 3.41 

i max 3.6 4,5 4 3.40 Stron trong 

wax 
4.12 

4,34 
S 3.49 Weak-Stnn | 

s 2.3 1.5 2 3.42 

K 0,9 | 1 3.43 

a 
_Z 
a 

X 

-1 -1 3.44 

a 1 "* -A 2.11 
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TABLE VI 

The power q in the power law f(i) "- 1 

Parameter 
Experiment 

Model Equation Parameter 
SPEAR ADONE PETRA 

Model Equation 

max 1.4 1.5 3.47 

spmax -0.5 -0.5 

0 0 
x y 

0.6 0.5 3.45 

s 0.4 0.5 3.46 
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TABLE VII 

The power q in the power law f(B) ~ B . 

Parameter 
Experiment 

Model Equation Comment Parameter 
SPEAR AD ONE PETRA 

Model Equation Comment 

i majc 0.8 

-0.8 

0.5 

- 0 . 5 

1.49 

3.51 

Strong-Bean — 

Ueak-Beam 
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FIGURE CAITIONS 

Fig. 1.1 Horizontal kick fix* (In nrad) as a function of vertical 

displacement y in units of vertical dispersion b of the 

opposite Gaussian bunch. The calculations9 are done for 

PETRA parameters (current per bunch I. = 20 ma, round beam, 

P - 1). 

Fig. 1.2 Vertical kick Ay' (in mrad) for the same conditions as 

Fig. 1.1, 

Fig. 1.3 Horizontal kick x' (in mrad) as a function of horizontal 

displacement x/a. Elliptical beam uith aspect ratio 

p*0,25. All other parameters the same as in Fig. 1.1, 

Fig. 1.4 Horizontal kick Ax' as a function of vertical displacement y/b 

(sec caption to Fig. 1.3). 

Fig. 1.5 Vertical kick Ay* as a function of horizontal displacement x/a 

(see caption to Fig. 1.3). 

Fig. 1.6 Vertical kick fly' as a function of vertical displacement y/b 

(see caption to Fig. 1.3). 

Fig. 1.7 Resonances In vertical motion due to beam-beam interaction. 

Results of computer simulation for DORIS storage ring,10 

The rntlo of the maximum to the minimum betatron amplitude 

is shown. Only those resonances are shown for which the 

amplitude increase exceeds 507.. 
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Fig, 1.8 Stability region of the dipole coherent oscillations for 1>1 

bunch collision.5 The picture repeats itself with the period 

AM • 0.5. \J on abscissa Is 1/2 of the actual machine tune. 

Fig. 1.9 Stability region of the dipole coherent oscillations for 1" ] 

bunches collision.5 The limit space charge parameter f 
1 imit 

is plotted versus v which is actually the number of vertical 

betatron oscillations for 1/6 of the ring (the diatiuvce betueen 

the next two interaction points). 

Xi^, 1.10 Resonance web for higher modes of coherent betatron oscilla

tions. * The shaded areas around the resonance lines show 

the widths of the resonance due to beam-beam interaction. 

The space charge parameter Z = 0,05. Only the resonances 

oro shown, the widths of which are greater than 10" . One can 

sec that the largest available working zones aro located along 

the difference coupling resonance v x = v . 

Fig. 1.11 Beam blow-up in the weak-strong case as measured on SPEAK.ls 

The solid line represents calculations according to diffusion 

phcnanienological model (see Section 3.2 and expression 3.31 

for the parameter n used as abscissa). 
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1.12 Vertical beam profile measurements on SPEAR. Curves 

correspond to the following conditions; 

N Bunch l+(na) l_(ma) Condition 

] electron 1.70 6.8 Beams are Separated 

2 electron 1.70 6.B Beams Collide 

3 positron 1.75 6.9 Beams Collide 

4 positron 1.75 7.0 Beams are Separated 

1.13 Hcam blou-up for the strong-strong case. The density distri

bution is measured1* with the help of scrapers by observing 

the reduction of bean lifetime as a function of the scraper 

position y. For a Gaussian bunch the value y/a calculated 

from the beam Lifetime (see expression 2.4) would be a linear 

function of y. 

1.14 Operation zones found1' on the si-jrage rings AGO (a) and 

DCI <b). 

2.1 Results of luminosity measurements30 on PEP for two collision 

niodCG 1* 1 and 3* 3 bunches. The deviation from I law starts 

for 1 « 1 mode .it bunch currcnc -* & ma, while for 3*3 SIUKU' 

there is nu threshold. 

2.2 Specific luminosity (•/• = '>'/BI„ ) for PEP. 3 0 

^ sp B ' 

2.3 Space charge parameter f (tune shift) for PEP. 3 0 
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Fig. 3.1. Schematic behavior of tune shift and resonance width as 

functions of particle amplitude (out of work ). 

Fig. 1.2, Comparison of the experimental observations at CESR and 

the results of conputatlon according to Talman's model 6 1. 
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